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Disclaimer
‣ Subject matter is for educational purposes only
‣We are not Lawyers, CPA’s, Financial Planners, etc.
‣You should always have your contracts, taxes, business 
plans, etc. reviewed by an attorney and/or financial 
advisor before completing any real estate transactions
‣Government regulations also require that I disclose the 
results I discuss are not typical results.  I am an action 
taker and I have achieved remarkable results, and the 
students that I talk about are action takers, and not 
your typical average investors. 
‣ I believe most people don’t take any action and 
therefore get 0 results.  Only you can decide if you’re 
going to be a typical, average person or an above 
average action taker
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Welcome Big Dogs!
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The Big Dog Model...
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Today’s Training
1.Ultimate Seller Script
2.Negotiating - Left Brain/Right 

Brain Close
3.Contracts 101
4.Marketing corner
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The Interview... Is the First Step in Lead 
Processing!
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Interview Script
‣ Interview scripts are the questions you ask to 
gather information from prospects (leads)
‣Developing good Interview scripts takes the 
guess work out of investing
‣Asking the right questions - ensures you have 
all of the information you need to rapidly 
establish rapport, motivation, the best 
strategies for the situation, and the best 
solution for solving your client’s problem
‣We have figured this out for you - through 
years of trial and error, we’ve come up with the 
optimal scripts!!
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Interview Script 
Wholesale Buyer Example

‣ I get approached daily by people who clearly 
don’t have interview scripts and those 
investors are pretty easy to spot
‣They typically can only go 1-3 questions deep 
with a seasoned investor (i.e. an investor they 
are trying to wholesale their deal to)
‣As a result, they have to go back to the seller 
and ask more questions and as a result, they 
look like an idiot to both the seller and the 
other investor
‣How likely am I going to be to take another call 
from that investor?
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Interview Script
Motivated Seller Example

‣Typically a new investor will trip up 
on some of these very BASIC 
questions:
‣How much does the seller want
‣How much does the seller owe
‣What’s the property worth
‣Will they keep their existing financing in place
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Interview Script
‣We are going to give you our 
personal interview scripts so you 
sound like a seasoned, 
professional investor
‣Motivated Seller Script
‣Seller Finance (or Lease/Option) Buyer Script [later]
‣Wholesale Buyer Script [later]
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The Art of The Reveal...
‣As you conduct the interview, the situation 
“reveals itself”
‣You should always try to gage “motivation”
‣ If a seller is motivated, the deal scoreboard will show you how you can 

always make money
‣As you gather more information, the deal may 
“twist and turn”
‣ Sometimes 30 minutes into an interview, a show-stopper kills what I 

thought was a deal
‣ Sometimes 40 minutes into an interview, I finally get that critical piece 

of information that seals the deal for me
‣As a general rule, the more time you spend, the 
more likely a deal (although your time is not 
unlimited)
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The Truth about the Deal
‣Deals never get better as you get 
more info....
‣The Title Commitment will be the 
final reveal as will the payoff and 
reinstatement from the lender
‣Create the Deal Sheet [example 
later] to share with other investors 
- make sure you know what you 
are talking about
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‣Solve the problem and you get the 
house!
‣Solution can be $$, Time, Terms, Credit, another 
house, even a dog…

‣Information is critical
‣The more you know about the situation, the more 
you can do

‣Develop a process that works for 
you
‣Brush up on your sales skills

The Ultimate Purpose of the Interview 
is to Find & Solve the Problem
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Practice Makes Perfect!
‣I’m really good at this... because I’ve 
done it 1000’s of times!
‣ I’ve bought houses in 10 minutes from a seller that didn’t 

even know he was going to sell to me
‣It will take you time to develop these 
skills
‣As you develop this, your “conversion rates” will go up... 

and you will make more money... and you will have more 
fun... and the business will get easier...

‣Practice on Cold Leads to accelerate your 
learning
‣ See “Sales & Negotiations: Practice Selling” Video - in AIO
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Interview Scripts and The REIMatcher

‣Even if the REIMatcher (saves you time and) collects 
most of the information (from the Interview Script), 
you still need to conduct the interview
‣ Verify information, clarify data
‣ Establish rapport
‣ Establish motivation
‣ Propose solution (on the phone)

‣You will actually position yourself as “The Expert” if 
you have lots of information before the call -> The 
Scoreboard can give you “the solution” and you can 
actually solve the problem right over the phone
‣ Everyone wants to do business with the expert
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Outsourcing the Interview...
‣The single hardest thing for me to 
outsource, is the “sales function”
‣It takes time to develop good sales 
skills and good sales people will 
want to be paid well
‣Up to 50% of the profits!
‣Still, if you can hire or train people 
to do this, then your business does 
really become scalable!
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Ultimate Seller Script 
‣Goto REIMatcher/
Sell/Add Seller
‣Note: If the lead was 
“captured” by your 
seller website, (some 
of) the information 
is already captured
‣Access existing 
leads by going to 
Sell/Manage Seller 
Leads
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Ultimate Seller Script - 
Seller Profile

‣Name, phone, etc.
‣ Note: email is a must (for 

auto-responders). Tell them 
“so I can email you an offer”

‣Situation
‣ Note: For top investors, this 

is the most important data. 
High motivation = High 
probability
‣ Low motivation = low 

motivation (regardless of 
ALL other data)

‣Tracking
‣ always track what’s 

working...
18
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A Note about Motivation
‣Non-motivated sellers are pretty 
common
‣You need strategies to create a deal that 
most investors would just give up on
‣This is a big part of being the Big Dog
‣As you network, you need to look for 
the investors who want a deal (but not a 
smoking deal) on a homestead or a 
rental property
‣This is critical to making it big
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Ultimate Seller Script - 
Property Profile

‣ Address, Features, 
‣ Note: email is a must (for auto-

responders). Tell them “so I can 
email you an offer”

‣ Tax Record Info
‣ Legal needed to generate 

contract, CMA
‣ Quick+Dirty value check
‣ Sanity check for sq footage

‣ Listed?
‣ If yes, get details... continue 

interview, but stop short of 
making an offer

‣ Additional Notes
‣ Place to note things they 

volunteer are going on with the 
property
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Ultimate Seller Script - 
Financial (Debt) Profile

‣ Loan Info
‣ Date (loan created) and terms are 

helpful for any sort of seller finance 
deals

‣ Ask about + collect info for 2nd loan
‣ Last payment

‣ Nicer way of asking “how far 
behind...how motivated” 

‣ Leander and Loan #
‣ Helpful for short sales, etc. (Not 

needed initially)
‣ Other Terms

‣ Understand seller finance and rent 
oppts

‣ Price Needed - for the Bottom 
Line Close

‣ Additional Notes
‣ Place to note things they volunteer are 

going on with the debt
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Ultimate Seller Script - 
Repairs Profile

‣Condition Quick+ Dirty
‣General condition
‣Note: See repairs 

worksheet training
‣Estimated Repair costs
‣Choose which # to use

‣Repair notes
‣ List the “age” of various 

items. Good to estimate 
total repair costs 
‣ [later - repair worksheet]

‣Price Bottom Line - for 
the Bottom Line Close
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Ultimate Seller Script - 
Valuation Profile

‣Value Calculator
‣Enter $/sq ft OR price
‣check multiple values 
to get an average

‣Playing with 
numbers, changes 
scoreboard results
‣Price Bottom Close
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Ultimate Seller Script - 
Engagement Profile

‣Engagement
‣Communication 
history

‣Quick simple notes
‣Set Responder
‣Pick one based on 
situation & motivation 
& response to your 
offer
‣[more on this later]
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Cold Traffic Script...
‣If your lead is “warm” (they call you from 
your marketing), you can simply start 
with: “Let me gather a little information 
so that I can make you an offer...”
‣If your lead is “cold” (you call them from 
their marketing), it is MUCH HARDER to 
get the conversation started. Try
‣ “I’m a real estate investor that buys houses for cash and 
using a variety of non-traditional strategies...Are you 
interested in getting an offer on your home, and if so 
would you allow me to ask some questions about your 
home so that I can generate an offer? 
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Why So Much Information? 
‣The script was designed (and extensively tested) to 
build rapport, establish you as the expert, and gather 
EVERYTHING you need to generate any kind of offer
‣ If the seller asks “why do you need to know that”, you 
can respond, “I buy houses using 12 different 
strategies. This information allows me to make every 
offer possible.”
‣ If they still balk, continue with: “If all you want is a 
cash offer, I can tell you that it’s about 70% of the as-
is value (and go through the numbers close), however 
there are much better offers available, although I 
can’t calculate or make those offers without having 
additional information about the home, loan, etc.” 
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Section 1 Homework
‣Add yourself - to your marketing 
co-op
‣Call 20 FSBOs
‣Sellers on Craigslist or any FSBO website, and do 
the cold-lead script
‣Enter leads into REIMatcher
‣Practice sales calls
‣Everyone SUCKS at this until they do it 20-30 times. 
‣Get FREE practice with FSBO leads - don’t even 
expect any to make you $ 
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Today’s Training
1.Ultimate Seller Script
2.Negotiating - Left Brain/Right 

Brain Close
3.Contracts 101
4.Marketing corner
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    Analysis Done-For-You!
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How Much Do I Offer?
‣Maximum Allowable Offer (MAO):
‣70% x ARV minus repairs

‣Example:
‣Home will be worth $100K after repairs
‣Home needs $12K in repairs
‣Offer to buy at:
‣70% x $100K minus $12K
‣= $58K (or less)
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How Much Do I Offer?
‣Why 70% minus repairs?

‣Cost of Acquisition = ~1-2%
‣Cost of Money (points) = ~2-5%
‣Cost of Money (interest) = ~2-15% 
‣ Interest, Insurance, Taxes, Utilities, etc. 

‣Cost of Sales = ~2-8%  (depends on commissions)
‣Total cost of Flipping a home
‣= ~7-30%  (~15% is typical)
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How Much Do I Offer?
‣Note: Things always go wrong!
‣Additional repairs
‣Market downturns/Sells for less that ARV
‣Time (on market)
‣Paying for some of the buyer’s closing costs (up to 3% of 
sales price)
‣All of the above eat into the remaining 15% margin/profit

‣Important Note:
‣Wholesalers need to offer LESS if they want to wholesale 
to Investors (typically 50-65% ARV minus repair cost)
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The Numbers Close p1

33

Investor Prospect

$58,000!! That’s way too 
low! 

Umm hmmm...

Your homes After Repaired 
Value is $100K, after I fix it up, 

based on the comparable sales in 
your neighborhood (share the CMA 

results and list the comps if 

OK, I can see that... but 
$58,000 is still way too low!

I understand how you feel, so 
let me explain the numbers to you. 
You see all investors use the same 
calculator to make their offers - let 

me explain to you how the 

Close: “The most 
that I, or anyone else, 
can afford to pay for 

this house is 
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The Numbers Close p2

34

Investor Prospect

OK... So, it’s going to be 
worth $100K, but it needs 
$12K in repairs... That still 
does not explain why your 

offer is only $58,000!

OK... So what does that 
mean?

I’m going to have to pay 1% 
closing costs on the buy, then carry 
costs of 6% (paying for the money, 

taxes, utilities, insurance, etc.) for all the 
months it takes me to buy, fix, and 

ultimately resell the property, and then a 
sales commission of 6% on the sale 
(because we always sell retail), plus 

another 2% closing costs and possibly 
seller concessions and more. Thus, my 

total overhead is 15% plus the costs 

Yes, but your home is also 
going to cost me $12,000 to 

renovate (review repairs again. 
Itemize expenses, and discuss until 

seller agrees)
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The Numbers Close p3

35

Investor Prospect

Hmmm... OK.. umm.. 
would consider doing this 

for a $10,000 profit margin 
and offering me $63,000?

That means the most that I, or 
anyone else, can afford to pay for this 
house is 70% of the After Repair Value 
minus the costs of repairs. Because my 

overhead is $15,000 (15%), and the 
repairs are $12000, and I expect to make 

a $15,000 (15%) profit, which is a very 
thin margin considering all of the risk 
that I am taking on! For your house, 

Would you invest all of this time 
and money and take on all of this risk 

for a possible 10% profit margin? Probably not...

Note: At this point, there is nowhere for the seller to 
go... other than to possibly negotiate the profit...
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You can also go into even more detail...

‣ I’ve gone through the numbers several times to make 
sure I’ve got all my calculations right and based on 
1.The value of your house and the average comps in your area 
2.The amount of repairs it’s going to take to prepare this house for the market
3.Risks I’ll take on during the remodel - there’s always overages
4.My cost of money and holding costs 
5.Closing costs when I buy it 
6.Cost of holding the property - insurance, utilities & property tax payments 

while I own the property
7.Concessions I’ll have to make to the buyer for additional repairs &/or closing 

costs I’ll have to pay on behalf of the buyer
8.Realtor’s commissions when I sell it again
9.Closing costs again
10.Market risks, etc.

‣Based on my detailed analysis, experience, and study, 
the most I can offer you is $58,000 [MAO]...... 
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...Typical Numbers

37

ARV $200,000 Based on CMA
Repairs $50,000 Based on Contractor estimate
Repair Overage $2,500 5% Overage
Holding Costs $14,000 4 pts on buy & 12% int/mo x Holding Time
Closing Costs P1 $1,800 2% of the initial purchase price
Insurance $500 Non-refundable Builder’s Risk Policy
Utilities $1,200 $200/mo x Holding Time
Property Taxes $2,200 ARV x 2.2% / 12 x Holding Time
Buyer Concessions $3,000 1.5% of the ARV (Final Sales Price)
Realtor's Commissions $12,000 6% of the ARV (Final Sales Price)
Closing Costs P2 $4,000 2% of the final sales price
Market Risk $4,000 2% of the ARV (Final Sales Price)
Purchase Price $90,000 70% of ARV minus repairs

Profit $14,800

ROI 8.0%

Estimated Holding Time (mo) 6

I’m taking on risks!  
There are much less risky things I could 

do with my money.
If I only do two projects a year, my yearly 

take home is ~30K!
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Actual Numbers
For a Seasoned Investor

38

Worst Case Seasoned InvestorSeasoned Investor
ARV $200,000 $200,000 Based on CMA
Repairs $50,000 $50,000 Based on Contractor estimate
Repair Overage $2,500 $0 5% Overage
Holding Costs $14,000 $14,000 4 pts on buy & 12% int/mo x Holding Time
Closing Costs P1 $1,800 $1,800 2% of the initial purchase price
Insurance $500 $500 Non-refundable Builder’s Risk Policy
Utilities $1,200 $1,200 $200/mo x Holding Time
Property Taxes $2,200 $2,200 ARV x 2.2% / 12 x Holding Time
Buyer Concessions $3,000 $0 1.5% of the ARV (Final Sales Price)
Realtor's Commissions $12,000 $8,000 6% of the ARV (Final Sales Price)
Closing Costs P2 $4,000 $4,000 2% of the final sales price
Market Risk $4,000 $0 2% of the ARV (Final Sales Price)
Purchase Price $90,000 $90,000 70% of ARV minus repairs

Profit $14,800 $28,300

ROI 8.0% 16.5%

Estimated Holding Time (mo) 6 6

There could easily be a 50% swing 
between a seasoned investor and a 

newbie.
A seasoned investor’s average profit is 

typically double that of a newbie.
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Typical Objections
‣You’re stealing my house!
‣Again, go back through the numbers and explain 
to them all of the risks you take on as an investor 
and how thin your margins actually are
‣Don’t get defensive!
‣I thought you were a cash investor
‣“I am a cash investor, but my money still costs me 
money to use, plus I have an opportunity cost for 
that money (I could be investing in other, 
competing projects that will give me a good 
return).”

39
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Typical Objections
‣Can’t you pay $5,000 more for my house?
‣ “I’m an investor, not a gambler.  Investors cannot stray from 

these maximum allowable offer under any circumstances. If I 
were to do that, I would basically be making minimum wage 
but without the security and benefits.  It’s just not worth it to 
me.“
‣ “All investors use the same calculator - I’m just the only one 

that will actually explain all of the numbers to you”
‣ Special Negotiating Note: Consider sweetening the deal by 

taking the property subject-to: “Now, I can pay more if you 
are willing to keep the note in place.  If we were to negotiate 
that, then I could bring my offer up (2%) and put a lot more 
money in your pocket.”
‣ Also consider deferred payments... (“and, I’ll pay you after I resell the 

property”)

40
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Advanced Tips
‣When you show them all the 
numbers, you are now negotiating 
the profit, NOT the sales price

41
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Advanced Tips
‣If you can get them to keep the loan 
in place & that has A LOT of value, it 
will allow you to increase your offer
‣Maybe up to 4 points on the purchase price (you 
could go from a $100K offer to a ~$104K offer) plus 
the difference between what you’d pay for hard 
money (~14%) vs. the interest rate on the existing 
loan (add in the principal pay down if you want to get 
really complex - but a seller will never ask for that)
‣But if you have to re-instate the loan, then you can’t 
take it that far because you’ll have a lot more cash 
invested (typically $5-20K)
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Advanced Tips
‣If you get the “Let me think about it” 
response start asking them questions
‣ “Are you talking to other investors?”

‣ If they are, then that’s when you start to make major distinctions between other 
investors and you

‣ If they are and it seems serious, that’s when you look at other strategies, like 
Equity Partnering

‣ Do you have any additional questions?
‣When can I follow up with you again?
‣ I’m looking at other deals and I really need an answer by 

tomorrow
‣ If they are going into foreclosure, go into the Atomic Bomb 

Close
‣ And... always assign an auto-responder - “After Call - Not 

Now”, if they are just not ready to sell yet 
43
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Advanced Tips
‣Always try and get to their initial 
number over the phone
‣That’s how you figure out if they are serious and if 
you can bridge the gap
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Can’t put the deal together at 70%?

‣New investors, without a lot of 
marketing/deal flow will start to 
gamble.... don’t let that be you 
UNLESS:
‣You have other exit strategies for the profit and 
don’t need the 15% profit
‣Sample alternative exit strategies: Homestead for 
you, Homestead for another person/investor (who 
doesn’t need a 70% deal), a Rental Property for you 
or another investor, a listing for you (if you’re an 
agent), or a referral to an agent
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Bottom Line Close p1

46

Investor Prospect

I got your postcard 
in the mail and I wanted to 
talk to you about selling 

my house.

I’d like to get $150K

$150K, huh.  Tell me 
why you want to sell it

I’m 
behind on my 

payments and I think the 
bank is going to 

foreclose on 

“How much are you 
looking to get out of it?”

 Hi, this is Joe from 
“We Buy Houses”, how 

can I help you?
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Bottom Line Close p2

47

Investor Prospect

My name is... My 
property has... My debt 

situation is... I’m motivated 
because...

Hmmm... I guess $135K 
would do it... 

...Continue 
interview asking 
about seller info, 

property info, loan 

”How much do you NEED to 
get this property sold quickly 
and to solve your problem?”
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Bottom Line Close p3

48

Investor Prospect

... Well, it does 
need paint, carpet, a roof, 
the HVAC does not work 

well... etc.

“I really want to buy your home. If 
I were to make you an offer right NOW, 
(and we could close in the next week) 

what is the least amount that you would 
take so that I know what my options are 

(and if it is even possible for me to 
solve your problem)?”

I won’t take any less 
than $125K... That’s my 

absolute bottom line!

Continue interview... now 
ask questions about the 

condition and repairs 
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Strategy Script & Offer
‣When you get to the house (to 
inspect and get the contract 
signed) you also need to make sure 
that the house is what the seller 
said it was otherwise you’ll have to 
renegotiate
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Strategy Script & Offer

50

Well, there are a lot of 
shade trees so it never 

really got that hot in here

Well, that’s 
not going to work for 
any of my buyers, we 
need to reduce the 

You didn’t mention that the 
AC didn’t work!

Okay, I guess that sounds 
fair.

Investor Prospect
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Typical Objections
‣There are fewer objections with 
this strategy because they are 
telling you what they want and 
negotiating themselves down from 
there
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Advanced Tips
‣Sometimes Right Brainers will make 
an agreement with you and then also 
make an agreement with someone 
else and try to re-negotiate with you 
- Shiny Penny
‣That’s when you have to “beat your 
chest”, possibly file a Memorandum 
of Contract and tell them you are 
going to sue them if they don’t close
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Advanced Tips
‣If you get the “Let me think about it” 
response start asking them questions
‣ “Are you talking to other investors?”

‣ If they are, then that’s when you start to make major distinctions between other 
investors and you

‣ If they are and it seems serious, that’s when you look at other strategies, like the 
Equity Partnering

‣ Do you have any additional questions?
‣When can I follow up with you again?
‣ I’m looking at other deals and I really need an answer by 

tomorrow
‣ If they are going into foreclosure, go into the Atomic Bomb 

Close
‣ And... always assign an auto-responder - “After Call - Not 

Now”, if they are just not ready to sell yet 
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Final thoughts
‣Follow up and Follow Through!
‣48% never follow-up (even once) 
‣Only 25% make 2nd contact
‣Only 12% make 3rd contact
‣...Only 2% of sales come from 1st 
contact, 3% from 2nd
‣Never stop following up!
‣(Auto)-Responders make this automatic!
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Section 2 Homework
‣Review your (up to 20) leads in 
REIMatcher
‣Verify that scoreboard is “lit up”... If not, you may need to 
add information about value, loans, repairs, etc. 
‣ Find and bookmark the local website/resources where you 
can look up tax values, sq ft, legal description
‣ Play with the scoreboard tool to see how these leads are 
analyzed

‣Identify (another) 10 (investor) 
prospects for joining your buyer’s list 
(and marketing co-op)
‣Call your 10 (additional) prospects!
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Today’s Training
1.Ultimate Seller Script
2.Negotiating - Left Brain/Right 

Brain Close
3.Contracts 101
4.Marketing corner
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‣SHENOAH - INSERT - Simple 
contract training - filling out a 
CASH offer...

‣
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Contract Generator
‣In REIMatcher, from 
any “lead” you can 
hit the “generate 
contract” button
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Section 3 Homework
‣Use contract generator to generate 
a contract! 
‣Play with the tools
‣Verify that your state contract is 
available - if not send it to us and 
we will put it in for you
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Today’s Training
1.Ultimate Seller Script
2.Negotiating - Left Brain/Right 

Brain Close
3.Contracts 101
4.Marketing corner
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Marketing
‣Last week we discussed 5 
marketing methods
‣Hand written yellow letters
‣Yellow letter done-for-you
‣Local advertising (Google)
‣Bandit Signs
‣Craigslist
‣Please REVIEW the training for these 
5 methods (more will be taught in 
the coming weeks)
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Section 4 Homework
‣REPEAT: Choose 2 of the 5 
marketing methods and START 
MARKETING!
‣Ex: Send out 100 letters, 25 bandit signs, call 20 
people on Craigslist, etc. 

‣Extra Credit: Do 2 more!
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Review
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Section 1 Homework
‣Add yourself - to your marketing 
co-op
‣Call 20 FSBOs
‣Sellers on Craigslist or any FSBO website, and do 
the cold-lead script
‣Enter leads into REIMatcher
‣Practice sales calls
‣Everyone SUCKS at this until they do it 20-30 times. 
‣Get FREE practice with FSBO leads - don’t expect 
any to make you $$
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Section 2 Homework
‣Review your (up to 20) leads in 
REIMatcher
‣Verify that scoreboard is “lit up”... If not, you may need to 
add information about value, loans, repairs, etc. 
‣ Find and bookmark the local website/resources where you 
can look up tax values, sq ft, legal description
‣ Play with the scoreboard tool to see how these leads are 
analyzed

‣Identify (another) 10 (investor) 
prospects for joining your buyer’s list 
(and marketing co-op)
‣Call your 10 (additional) prospects!
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Section 3 Homework
‣Use contract generator to create a 
contract! 
‣Play with the tools
‣Verify that your state contract is 
available - if not send it to us and 
we will put it in for you
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Section 4 Homework
‣REPEAT: Choose 2 of the 5 
marketing methods and START 
MARKETING!
‣Ex: Send out 100 letters, 25 bandit signs, call 20 
people on Craigslist, etc. 

‣Extra Credit: Do 2 more!
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REPEAT: Extra Credit
‣Set up your social media: 
Facebook, LinkedIN, Google+
‣Add your investors to your social networks
‣Go through the RE-Volution 
training
‣ It’s about 20 hours - 2 hours/day over 10 days or 
4 hours/day over 5 days
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Accountability

69

‣Your Accountability Aid, Brittney, 
will be checking up on you, ~Friday
‣Please have your homework 
completed before next week!
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Next Week
‣Base Camp 2 - Deal Broker 
Business
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